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Executive Summary

Background and Method 
Whanganui District Council (the council) 
commissioned Versus Research to 
conduct its annual Community Views 
Survey (CVS). 

This survey identifies perceptions that 
Whanganui District residents (residents) 
have on a wide range of measures, 
including the services and facilities 
provided by the council. 

Interviewing for this year’s CVS was 
carried out via an online survey, with 
respondents sourced via a third party 
panel provider and social media. 
Interviewing was conducted across 
May, June, and July 2022. The results 
from both sources were combined and 
analysed as a single dataset. 

The final sample size was n=515 (n=286 
from a third party panel provider and 
n=229 from social media) which gives a 
maximum margin of error (MoE) of +/- 
4.32%. A summary of the key results is 
given below.  

Recreational and Cultural Activities
This year, the most popular cultural 
activities undertaken were using a library 
(51%), visiting or using Whanganui airport 
(38%), and being actively involved in 
a community organisation (37%). This 
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year has seen an increase in residents 
attending a Māori cultural event or 
performance, while decreases are 
seen in residents being involved in, or 
attending arts or cultural performances 
and attending a performance at the Royal 
Whanganui Opera House. 

Just over two thirds (78%) of residents 
rate the Whanganui district as creative, 
however, very creative ratings have 
decreased significantly this year.

In terms of recreational activities 
undertaken, residents mention they have 
used or visited a Premier Park (82%), 
visited a beach (79%), and used river or 
park walkways (73%). Year on year results 
show an increase this year in use of a 
Premier Park, using other walkways along 
the river, and using a cycleway or cycle 
lane. Decreases are seen across a number 
of recreational activities, including the use 
of the Awa, Cooks Gardens, and playing 
sport. 

In a new question for 2022, residents were 
asked how frequently they engage in 
physical exercise for at least 30 minutes. 
Over one third (37%) of residents mention 
they exercise 3-5 days a week.  

residents rate their sense of belonging as 
strong (31%) or moderate (11%); these are 
both decreases from last year’s results. 
Fifteen percent of residents rate their 
sense of belonging as weak. 

Sixty-two percent of residents agree (47%) 
or strongly agree (15%) they have pride 
in their neighbourhood. Notably, strongly 
agree ratings have decreased this year. 
Fourteen percent of residents disagree 
they have pride in their neighbourhood. 

Living in Whanganui
Similar to last year’s results, 80% of 
residents rate their standard of living as 
good (59%) or extremely good (21%). 
Only 5% of residents rate their standard 
of living poorly. Eighty-one percent of 
residents are satisfied (53%) or very 
satisfied (28%) with living in Whanganui. 
Notably, very satisfied results have 
decreased this year. 

Nineteen percent of residents rate their 
quality of life as better than last year, 
although this is a decrease from last year’s 
result. Conversely, 18% of residents rate 
their quality of life as worse than last year, 
this is an increase from last year’s result. 

This year, 18% of residents feel what the 
Whanganui district provides is better than 

Emergency Planning
This year, 43% of residents mention 
they have an emergency survival kit. Of 
these residents, 19% have checked their 
emergency kit in the past month. A further 
26% have checked their emergency kit 
in the past three months and almost half 
(46%) checked their kit 6 months ago or 
longer. 

Just under a third (31%) of residents 
mention they could survive more than a 
week without outside assistance. A further 
37% of residents indicate they could 
cope for at least a week without outside 
assistance while 5% of residents mention 
they would be able to survive for less than 
three days. 

Perceptions of Safety
The majority of residents feel safe at 
home during the day (97%), at home 
during the evening (95%), and in the CBD 
during the day (92%). Just over half (58%) 
of residents mention they feel safe in 
the CBD during the evening. Perceptions 
of safety remain on a par with previous 
years’ results. 

Wellbeing and Belonging
Almost half (49%) of residents rate their 
wellbeing as high (39%) or very high 
(10%), with only 9% of residents rating 
their wellbeing poorly. This year, 42% of 
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last year, this is a decrease from last year’s 
result. 

This year, 70% of residents are satisfied 
(55%) or very satisfied (15%) with the 
CBD’s contribution to the lifestyle and 
image of Whanganui. Notably, very 
satisfied results have decreased this year 
while neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
results have increased. 

Satisfaction with Council Facilities and 
Services
Residents were asked to rate their 
satisfaction with various facilities and 
services provided by the council. Amongst 
users the highest level of satisfaction 
is seen for libraries (85%), the Regional 
Museum (78%), and the Royal Whanganui 
Opera House (73%). Amongst non-users, 
satisfaction with parks and reserves is 
highest result (80%). 

In terms of services, this year satisfaction 
with the presentation of the town centre 
(77%), public art (69%), and animal 
control have all decreased. 

Fifty-one percent of residents are satisfied 
(44%) or very satisfied (7%) with the roads 
in the district. Dissatisfaction with the 
roads has increased this year. On a par 
with last year’s result, 57% of residents are 
satisfied (44%) or very satisfied (13%) with 
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the footpaths and 79% of residents are 
satisfied (56%) or very satisfied (23%) with 
how easy it is to get around the district. In 
a new measure for 2022, 49% of residents 
are satisfied (34%) or very satisfied (15%) 
with cycleways and cycle lanes in the 
district. 

Performance of the Council 
This year, 32% of residents rate the 
council’s response to the community’s  
needs and issues well (29%) or very well 
(3%), both of which have decreased from 
last year’s result. Twenty-one percent 
of residents rate the council’s response 
to the community’s needs poorly, an 
increase from last year’s result. 

In terms of performance of the Mayor 
and Councillors, 29% of residents rate 
their performance as good (24%) or very 
good (5%), although the proportion of 
residents rating the performance as good 
has decreased this year. A quarter (25%) 
of residents rate the performance of the 
Mayor and Councillors poorly, this is an 
increase from last year’s result. 

Forty-two percent of residents mention 
they have contacted a council staff 
member in the past 12 months. 
Reasons for this contact pertain to rates 
information (16%), regulatory information 
(15%), and requests for service (14%). 

from last year’s results. Fewer residents 
mention they haven’t been involved 
in decision making processes this year 
(59%). 

Just under one third (31%) of residents 
are satisfied (27%) or very satisfied (4%) 
with their ability to be involved in decision 
making. Fifteen percent of residents are 
unhappy with their ability to be involved 
in decision making which is a decrease 
from last year’s result. 

Rural Community Board
Thirteen percent of rural residents are 
familiar (11%) or very familiar (2%) 
with the Rural Community Board. This 
year, 17% of rural residents rate the 
performance of the Rural Community 
Board as good. Only 4% of rural residents 
rate the performance of the Rural 
Community Board poorly, however it 
should be noted over half (54%) of rural 
residents were unsure how to rate the 
Rural Community Boards performance. 

Thirty-nine percent of residents rate the 
performance of the council’s staff as good 
(30%) or very good (9%), these are both 
decreases from last year’s results. Twelve 
percent of residents rate the performance 
of council staff poorly, this is an increase 
from last year’s result. Notably, don’t 
know responses (17%) have also 
increased this year. 

Access to Information
Residents mention they access 
information about the council on the 
council’s  website (45%), through news 
media (34%), and on the council’s 
Facebook page (29%). Rates information 
(20%) and general information (15%) are 
the primary reasons residents access the 
council’s website. On a par with last year’s 
result, 67% of these residents agree the 
website is easy to navigate. 

This year, 53% of residents are satisfied 
(46%) or very satisfied (7%) with the ease 
of access to the council’s information. 
Only 10% of residents mention they are 
unhappy with the ease of access to the 
council’s information. 

When asked about involvement in 
decision making, residents mention they 
have filled out an online survey (25%) 
and filled out an online submission form 
(19%), these results are both increases 
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Background, Method, and Sample
Whanganui District Council (the council) 
commissioned Versus Research to conduct its 
annual Community Views Survey. 

Interviewing for this year’s survey was carried 
out via a single method approach utilising online 
interviewing between the 16th of May and the 3rd of 
July 2022. Responses were collected from residents 
via both a third party panel provider and social 
media. The results from both sources of interviewing 
were combined and analysed as a single dataset.

The final sample size (total number of residents 
interviewed) was n=515 (n=286 from a third party 
panel provider and n=229 from social media) 
which gives a maximum margin of error (MoE) of 
+/- 4.32%. The following table outlines the number 
of unweighted interviews collected within each age 
and gender group.

The total sample proportions for each area are 
outlined in the table below.

The total sample proportions for each of the ethnic 
groupings are shown below. Please note that 
these responses are multiple choice meaning that 
respondents were able to select more than one 
answer.

Weightings
Age and gender weights have been applied to the 
final dataset for this project. Weighting ensures 
specific demographic groups are neither under 
nor over represented in the final dataset, and 
each group is represented as it would be in the 
population.
 
Weighting gives greater confidence that the final 
results are representative of Whanganui District’s 
population overall, and are not skewed by a 
particular demographic group. The proportions 
used for the age and gender weights are taken from 
2018 census data (Statistics New Zealand). 
The final weight proportions applied to the sample 
are outlined in the table below. 

Total n=

Male 336

Female 179

Under 29 years 45

30 to 39 years 77

40 to 49 years 78

50 to 59 years 123

60 years and older 187

TOTAL 515

Total n=

Aramoho 61

Castlecliff 46

Gonville 55

Bastia Hill/Durie Hill 44

St Johns Hill/Otamatea 59

Springvale 71

Whanganui Central 58

Whanganui East 82

Blueskin-Pākaraka / Kai-Iwi / Westmer 27

Marybank / Fordell 12

TOTAL 515

Total n=

Māori 54

European 399

Pacific Islander 2

Asian 14

Other 41

Resident Population of Interest Weighted %

Males aged 39 years and younger 15%

Females aged 39 years and younger 15%

Males aged between 40 and 59 years 16%

Females aged between 40 and 59 years 18%

Males aged 60 years and older 16%

Females aged 60 years and older 20%

Project Overview
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Area Margin of Error at the 95% 
Confidence Interval  

Aramoho +/- 12.55%

Castlecliff +/- 14.15%

Gonville +/- 13.21%

Bastia Hill/Durie Hill +/- 14.77%

St Johns Hill/Otamatea +/- 12.76%

Springvale +/- 11.63%

Whanganui Central +/- 12.87%

Whanganui East +/- 10.82%

Blueskin-Pākaraka / Kai-Iwi / 
Westmer* +/- 18.86%

Marybank / Fordell* +/- 28.29%

All rural residents +/- 15.69%

Questionnaire 
As with previous years, the questionnaire for the 
2022 Community Views Survey was constructed by 
the council. A copy of the questionnaire is available in 
the appendix. 
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Margin of Error 
Margin of Error (MoE) is a statistic used to express the 
amount of random sampling error present in a
survey’s results. The final sample size for this study
is n=515, which gives a maximum margin of error of

+/- 4.32% at the 95% confidence interval. This means 
if the observed result on the total sample of n=515 
respondents is 50% (point of maximum margin 
of error), then there is a 95% probability the true 
answer falls between 45.68% and 54.32%. 

The maximum MoE for the subgroups included this
year are listed in the table below. Please note that
those with * should be interpreted with caution as
sample sizes are small and this incurs a much higher
margin of error.
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Cultural Activities Undertaken

Just over half (51%) residents indicate they have used the libraries in the past 12 months. At a lower level, this year residents also mention they have visited or used the 
Whanganui airport (38%), been actively involved in a community organisation (37%), visited the Regional Museum (29%), and visited the Sarjeant on the Quay (29%). 

2022 Results

51%

38% 37%

29% 29% 28% 28%
24%

18%
14% 12%

17%

Used the
libraries

Visited or used
the Whanganui

airport

Been actively
involved in a
community

organisation

Visited the
Regional
Museum

Visited the
Sarjeant on the
Quay (formerly

Sarjeant Gallery)

Visited NZ
Glassworks

Visited an
historic site

Participated in,
including

performed or
just attended,

any arts or
cultural

activities or
performances

Attended a
performance or

event at the
Royal

Whanganui
Opera House

Attended a
Māori arts or

cultural event

Attended the
theatre, e g
Amdram or
Repertory

None of these

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities
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Findings from this study have been presented 
using an array of charts and tables, along with 
corresponding commentary to clarify the charted 
results. 

The majority of results are presented first at a 
total level (generally charted) and findings include 
comparisons to previous years where applicable.

Verbatim responses have been coded into themes 
and charted accordingly.

It is important to note that due to rounding and 
questions which allow multiple answers, percentages 
will not always add up to 100%. 

Please note labels of charted results lower than 
3% are not shown due to the overlapping of labels 
making them difficult to read.

Area and demographic tables have been included 
in appendix 1 and 2, verbatim comments from the 
end of the questionnaire are grouped by theme and 
shown in appendix 3, while the questionnaire can 
be found in appendix 4.

Significance testing has been conducted to observe 
any significant differences amongst areas and 
demographic results. An upward arrow indicates 
that the observed result is significantly higher than 
the total level while a downward arrow indicates 
that the observed result is significantly lower than 
the total level.

Notes on Reporting

Project Overview
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Cultural Activities Undertaken

Just over half (51%) of residents indicate they have used the libraries in the past 12 months. At a lower level, this year residents also mention they have visited or used the 
Whanganui airport (38%), been actively involved in a community organisation (37%), visited the Regional Museum (29%), and visited the Sarjeant on the Quay (29%). 

2022 Results

51%

38% 37%

29% 29% 28% 28%
24%

18%
14% 12%

17%

Used the
libraries

Visited or used
the Whanganui

airport

Been actively
involved in a
community

organisation

Visited the
Regional
Museum

Visited the
Sarjeant on the
Quay (formerly

Sarjeant Gallery)

Visited NZ
Glassworks

Visited an
historic site

Participated in,
including

performed or
just attended,

any arts or
cultural

activities or
performances

Attended a
performance or

event at the
Royal

Whanganui
Opera House

Attended a
Māori arts or

cultural event

Attended the
theatre, e g
Amdram or
Repertory

None of these

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

Q: Have you, or anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following activities 
in the last 12 months in the Whanganui district? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  10



Cultural Activities Undertaken
This year, participation in cultural activities remains largely on a par with previous years’ results. Although not a significant change residents mentioning they are actively 
involved in a community organisation and visiting the Sarjeant on the Quay have both increased 3% this year, while the proportion of residents who visited the Regional 
Museum has decreased 3% this year.  

2010 - 2022 Trend Results

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

31%

37% 36%
38%

30%
33% 34% 34%

31%

31%

26% 26%

36% 41%

41%
45%

37%

44%

45%
41%

44%

35%

41%

34% 37%

42% 43%

39%
42%

41%

48%

42% 34% 34%

25%

32%

32% 29%

69%
67% 66%

62%
60%

55%

60%
57%

59%

51% 52% 52%
51%

39%
38%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Visited the Sarjeant on the Quay Actively involved in a community organisation Visited the Regional Museum Used the libraries Visited the Whanganui airport

Q: Have you, or anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following activities 
in the last 12 months in the Whanganui district? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  11



Cultural Activities Undertaken
Compared to last year’s results, the proportion of residents who attended a Māori cultural event or performance has increased (14% cf. 2021, 8%). Also of note, this year the 
number of residents who are involved in, or attended any arts events or cultural performances (24% cf. 2021, 35%) or who attended a performance at the Royal Whanganui 
Opera House (18% cf. 2021, 32%) have decreased since 2021. 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results (Continued)

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

14% 15%
17%

20% 19%
21% 20% 19%

15%
17%

16%

8%

14%

22%
24% 24%

31%

26%
28%

25%

17%

18%
21%

12%

12%

12%

35%

42%
40%

35% 34%
36% 36%

28%

35% 34%

30%

32%

18%

39%

31%
34% 35%

39%
41% 41%

37%
35%

27% 33% 30%
28%

9%
11% 11%

15% 16%

12%
14% 13% 12%

38%

34% 35%

24%
29%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Attended a Māori cultural event or performance Attended the theatre, e.g. Amdram or Repertory

Attended a performance at the Royal Whanganui Opera House Visited a historic site

Involved in, or attended any arts events or cultural…performances NZ Glassworks

Q: Have you, or anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following activities 
in the last 12 months in the Whanganui district? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  12



Whanganui Creativity
This year 78% of residents feel the Whanganui district is creative (44%) or very creative (34%) with a further 16% indicating the district is slightly creative. Compared to 
last year’s result, fewer residents mention the Whanganui district is very creative (34% cf. 2021, 44%). Concurrently, there have been slight increases in the proportion of 
residents mentioning that the Whanganui district is creative (increased 5%) or slightly creative (increased 3%).

2021 - 2022 Trend Results

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

44%

34%

39%

44%

13%

16%

2%

4%

2021

2022

Very creative Creative Slightly creative Neither nor Not creative Don't know

Q: How creative do you think Whanganui is? 
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Recreational Activities Undertaken
The primary recreational activities undertaken by residents this year are visiting or using a Premier Park (82%), visiting a beach (79%), and using river or park walkways 
(73%). At a lower level, residents also mention they use or visit a neighbourhood park (56%), a playground (47%), and a public sports ground (45%). 

2022 Results

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

82%
79%

73%

56%

47%
45%

39%

19% 19%

5% 3% 4%

Used or visited a
Premier Park

Visited a beach Used river or park
walkways

Used or visited a
neighbourhood

park

Used or visited a
playground

Used or visited a
public sports

ground for sport
or recreational

activities

Used a cycleway
or cycle lane

Undertook
activities on the

Awa

Used, visited, or
attended an event
at Cooks Gardens

Played sport on
an informal or

casual basis

Played an
organised sport

None of these

Q: Have you, or has anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following 
recreational activities in the last 12 months in the Whanganui district? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  14



Recreational Activities Undertaken
This year, there have been increases in the number of residents mentioning they use or visit a Premier Park (82% cf. 2021, 32%) and walkways along the river (73% cf. 2021, 
53%). Use of sports grounds has also increased 6% this year and use of neighbourhood parks and playgrounds has decreased 4% and 3% respectively this year. 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

74%

74% 77%

69%

76%
72%

67%

69%

54%
59%

64%
60%

56%

75%

72% 72%
70%

78% 77% 72%
78%

73%

83%

32%

82%79% 81% 80%
76%

82% 80%
83% 82% 81% 80%

77%
78%

79%

58% 60%

46%

55%
51% 50% 47%

65%

53%

73%

62%
65% 64%

55%

64%
61%

54%
50%

46%
41% 42% 39%

45%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Used or visited a neighbourhood park Used or visited a Premier Park

Visited a beach Used or visited a playground

Used walkways along the river or park walkways Used or visited a sports ground

Q: Have you, or has anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following 
recreational activities in the last 12 months in the Whanganui district? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  15



Recreational Activities Undertaken
The use of a cycleway or cycle lane in the district has increased significantly this year (39% cf. 2021, 32%). Also of note, the proportion of residents mentioning they have 
undertaken activities on the Awa (19% cf. 2021, 24%), used or attended an event at Cook Gardens (19% cf. 2021, 26%), played sport on an informal basis (5% cf. 2021, 28%), 
and played an organised sport (3% cf. 2021, 25%) have all decreased this year. 

2010 - 2022 Trend (Continued)

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

25%

32%

30%
32%

34%

30%

34%

33%

29%

31%

36%

32%

39%

27% 36%

38% 36% 35% 35%

36%

35%

25% 24%

50%

44%

36%

48%

40%
43%

47%
45%

41%

37%

30%

26%

19%

40%

43%
41%

38%
37%

44% 39%

33%

24%
26%

27%
25%

3%

49%

53%
50%

46%

51%

47%

46%
39%

36%

29%

32%

28%

5%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Used a cycleway or cycle lane …Activities on the Awa Used or attended...Cooks Gardens

Played organised sport, e.g., for a club Played sport on an informal…basis

Q: Have you, or has anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following 
recreational activities in the last 12 months in the Whanganui district? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  16



Physical Exercise
In a new question for 2022, residents were asked how frequently they engage in at least 30 minutes of physical activity each day. Ten percent of residents mention they 
don’t engage in physical activity for at least 30 minutes a day. Following this, 30% of residents indicate they exercise for at least 30 minutes 1-2 days each week, 37% 
mention they exercise 3-5 days each week, and 23% exercise 6-7 days each week. 

2022 Results

Recreational and 
Cultural Activities

10% 30% 37% 23%

0 days 1-2 days 3-5 days 6-7 days

Q: On average, how many days a week do you engage in physical activity for at least 
30mins? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  17
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Emergency Survival Kit
This year, 43% of residents indicate their household has an emergency survival kit. Although not a large difference, this year’s result is a 4% increase from last year’s result. 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results

40%

55%

52%

56%

48%

50%

50%

60%

51%

44%

39%

43%

58%

49%

45%

47%

43%

52%

49%

49%

39%

44%

55%

56%

52%

2%

5%

5%

4%

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Yes No Don't know

Emergency Planning

Q: Does your household have an emergency survival kit?
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Checking of Emergency Kit
On a par with last year’s result, 19% of residents mention they checked their emergency kit last month. Twenty-six percent checked their kit 3 months ago, 20% checked 
this 6 months ago, while 26% checked this 12 months ago. A further 10% of residents mention they don’t know when their emergency kit was last checked. 

2021 - 2022 Trend Results

Emergency Planning

20%

19%

23%

26%

19%

20%

31%

26%

7%

10%

2021

2022

Last month 3 months ago 6 months ago 12 months ago Don't know

Q: When did you, or someone else in your household, last check this kit?
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(Base size n= 400)

Duration of Coping
Similar to last year’s result, 31% of residents indicate they would be able to survive for more than one week without outside assistance. A further 37% of residents mention 
they would be able to cope for at least one week without outside assistance; this proportion has increased steadily since 2020. Just under one quarter (24%) of residents 
would be able to survive for at least three days and 5% would be able to cope for less than three days. 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results

30%
27%

26%
27%

29%
32%

27%
23%

20%
19%

38%
32%
31%

18%
27%
30%

26%
33%
28%

29%
29%

29%
26%

25%
33%

37%

29%
28%

29%
26%

27%
29%

24%
29%
35%

36%
23%

26%
24%

17%
12%

10%
17%

9%
10%

16%
13%

13%
14%

11%
7%
5%

6%
5%
5%
4%
2%
2%
4%

5%
2%
5%
3%
3%
3%

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

More than 1 week For at least 1 week For at least 3 days Less than 3 days Don't know

Emergency Planning

Q: How long do you think your household could go for without outside assistance?
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Perceptions of  
Safety



Perceptions of Safety
The majority of residents feel safe all or most of the time at home during the day (97%), at home in the evening (95%), and in the CBD during the day (92%). At a lower level, 
58% of residents feel safe all or most of the time in the CBD during the evening, with a further 28% indicating they sometimes feel safe, and 14% mentioning they seldom 
or never feel safe in the CBD in the evening. 

2022 Results

58%

92%

95%

97%

28%

7%

14%Feelings of safety in CBD during the evening

Feelings of safety in CBD during the day

Feelings of safety at home during the
evening

Feelings of safety at home during the day

All/most of the time Some of the time Seldom/never Don't know

Perceptions of Safety

Q: For each place please indicate how safe you feel.
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Perceptions of Safety
This year’s safety results remain on a par with results from previous years. Although not statistically significant, feeling safe in the CBD during the evening has increased 2% 
while feeling safe in the CBD during the day has decreased 3%.

2010 - 2022 Trend Results (Net All/Most of the Time)
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Feelings of safety at home during the day Feelings of safety in CBD during the day

Feelings of safety at home during the evening Feelings of safety in CBD during the evening

Q: For each place please indicate how safe you feel.
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Wellbeing and Belonging



Community Wellbeing

Ten percent of residents rate their wellbeing as very high, this is a decrease from last year’s result (cf. 2021, 14%). It should also be noted very high wellbeing ratings have 
decreased fairly consistently since 2011. This year a further 39% of residents rate their wellbeing as high and 41% of residents rate this as moderate. Eight percent of 
residents rate their wellbeing as low and 1% as very low. 

2011 - 2022 Trend Results

Wellbeing and Belonging
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2011
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2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Very high High Moderate Low Very low Don't know

Q: Wellbeing is a broad term used to describe feelings of being happy, healthy and 
prosperous. With this in mind, how would you rate your current level of wellbeing? 
Would you say that it is....?
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Sense of Belonging

Forty-two percent of residents mention their sense of belonging is strong (31%) or very strong (11%), notably both strong (31% cf. 2021, 41%) and very strong (11% cf. 2021, 
18%) ratings have decreased significantly this year. A further 41% of residents rate their sense of belonging as moderate. Ten percent of residents mention their sense of 
belonging is weak, an increase from last year’s result (cf. 2021, 4%). This year 5% of residents also rate their sense of belonging as very weak, an increase from 0% last year. 

2011 - 2022 Trend Results
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Very strong Strong Moderate Weak Very weak Don't know

Q: A strong sense of belonging means feeling that you are part of a community. With this 
in mind, how would you rate your current sense of belonging? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  27



Pride in my Neighbourhood

Overall, 62% of residents agree (47%) or strongly agree (15%) that they have pride in their neighbourhood. Notably, there has been a significant decrease in the number of 
residents who state they strongly agree (15% cf. 2021, 24%) that they have pride in their neighbourhood this year. 

2016 - 2022 Trend Results

Wellbeing and Belonging
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Q: Now, thinking specifically about your neighbourhood, how strongly do you agree with 
the following statement: I feel a sense of pride with how my neighbourhood looks and 
feels?
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Living in Whanganui



Standard of Living

Eighty percent of residents rate their standard of living as good (59%) or extremely good (21%), with a 5% decrease in extremely good ratings this year. A further 14% of 
residents mention their standard of living is neither good nor poor. 

2019 - 2022 Trend Results

Living in Whanganui
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Extremely good Good Neither/nor Poor Extremely poor Don't know

Q: When you think about your standard of living, how would you currently rate it?
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Living in Whanganui

This year, 81% of residents are satisfied (53%) or very satisfied (28%) with living in Whanganui. Notably, very satisfied results have decreased this year (28% cf. 2021, 35%) 
and concurrently, satisfied results have increased 4% this year. 

2019 - 2022 Trend Results

Living in Whanganui
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Very satisfied Satisfied Neither/nor Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Don't know

Q: When you think generally about living in Whanganui, are you...?
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Quality of Life

Nineteen percent of residents rate their quality of life as better or much better this year, which is a decrease from last year’s result (cf. 2021, 28%). On a par with last year’s 
result, 61% of residents rate their quality of life as the same. However, worse/much worse ratings have increased this year (18% cf. 2021, 8%). 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: When you think about your general quality of life that Whanganui District provides, do 
you think it is better, the same, or worse than last year? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  32



Whanganui District Overall

Overall, 18% of residents feel what the Whanganui district provides its residents is better or much better than last year, which is a decrease from last year’s result (cf. 2021, 
25%). A further 77% (cf. 2021, 65%) of residents feel the Whanganui district is the same as last year, and 16% (cf. 2021, 9%) of residents feel what the Whanganui district 
provides is worse or much worse than last year. Notably, the same and worse/much worse ratings for 2022 are both increases from the 2021 results.

2015 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: When you think about the Whanganui district, and what it provides to people, do you 
think the district is better, the same, or worse from last year? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  33



CBD Contribution to Lifestyle and Image

Seventy percent of residents are satisfied (55%) or very satisfied (15%) with the CBD contribution to the district’s lifestyle and image, with very satisfied results decreasing 
this year (15% cf. 2021, 21%). A further 20% of residents are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the CBD’s contribution to lifestyle and image, which is also an increase 
from last year’s result (cf. 2021, 14%). 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: When you think about Whanganui’s town centre, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you 
with the contribution it makes to the image of Whanganui? Please note this refers to the 
physical environment of the CBD and not the mix of shops. 
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Satisfaction with Council 
Facilities and Services



Facilities Provided by Council (Users)

Amongst users, 85% of library users are satisfied (47%) or very satisfied (38%) with the libraries. A further 78% of Regional Museum users are satisfied (45%) or very satisfied 
(33%) with the museum and 73% of Royal Whanganui Opera House users are satisfied (42%) or very satisfied (31%) with the opera house.

2022 Results

Satisfaction with Council 
Facilities and Services
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Toilet facilities adequate to meet user needs

Maintenance and presentation of open spaces

Sports grounds

Standard of toilet facilities

Playgrounds

Cooks Gardens

War Memorial Centre

Parks and reserves

Royal Whanganui Opera House

Regional Museum

Libraries

Very satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Don't know

Q: If you have used the following council facilities in the past 12 months, how satisfied 
or dissatisfied are you with them. If you haven’t used them, click ‘didn’t use’. NOTE: this 
chart only shows the responses for users of the facilities.
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Facilities Provided by Council (Users)

Overall satisfaction amongst users remains largely on a par with the results from 2021. Satisfaction with the War Memorial Museum has increased 7%, while satisfaction with 
the maintenance and presentation of open spaces has decreased 12% this year.

2021 - 2022 Trend Results (Satisfied/ Very Satisfied Results)

Satisfaction with Council 
Facilities and Services

2022 User Results 2021 User Results

Libraries 85% 86%

Regional Museum 78% 78%

Royal Whanganui Opera House 73% 78%

Parks and reserves 79% 85%

War Memorial Centre 78% 71%

Cooks Gardens 76% 77%

Playgrounds 75% 81%

Standard of toilet facilities 66% 66%

Sports grounds 75% 78%

Maintenance and presentation of open spaces 67% 79%

Toilet facilities adequate to meet user needs 62% 63%

Q: If you have used the following council facilities in the past 12 months, how satisfied 
or dissatisfied are you with them. If you haven’t used them, click ‘didn’t use’. NOTE: this 
table only shows the responses for users of the facilities.
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Facilities Provided by Council (Non-Users)

Amongst non-users, 80% are satisfied (54%) or very satisfied (26%) with the parks and reserves in the district. A further 62% of non-users are satisfied (42%) or very satisfied 
(20%) with the libraries and 61% of non-users are satisfied (41%) or very satisfied (20%) with the Royal Whanganui Opera House. 

2022 Results
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Q: Even though you did not use these facilities in the past 12 months, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with the availability of them? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  38



Facilities Provided by Council Comparison

Amongst non-users, satisfaction with most of the facilities provided by the council remains similar to the results from 2021. This year, non-user satisfaction with parks and 
reserves has increased 10%. 

Satisfaction with Council 
Facilities and Services

2022 Non-User results 2021 Non-User Results

Parks and Reserves 80% 70%

Libraries 62% 67%

Royal Whanganui Opera House 61% 58%

Playgrounds 65% 60%

Sports Grounds 60% 59%

Cooks Gardens 63% 64%

Regional Museum 60% 61%

War Memorial Centre 56% 62%

Toilet facilities 52% 55%

2021 - 2022 Trend Results (Satisfied/ Very Satisfied Results)

Q: Even though you did not use these facilities in the past 12 months, how satisfied or 
dissatisfied are you with the availability of them? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  39



Services Provided by Council

Seventy-eight percent of residents are satisfied (62%) or very satisfied (16%) with the standard of the presentation in the town centre. A further 69% of residents are satisfied 
(45%) or very satisfied (24%) with the presence and maintenance of public art. At a lower level, 55% of residents are satisfied (46%) or very satisfied (9%) with the control of 
litter in streets and public places and 55% of residents are satisfied (45%) or very satisfied (10%) with the availability of on-street parking. 

2022 Results
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Very satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Don't know

Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following council services?
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Services Provided by Council

This year, satisfaction with all services provided by the council have decreased. The most notable decreases in satisfaction are seen for the standard of the presentation in 
the town centre (77% cf. 2021, 83%), public art (69% cf. 2021, 80%), and animal control (43% cf. 2021, 50%). 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following council services?
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Travelling around Whanganui - Road Satisfaction

Overall, 51% of residents are satisfied (44%) or very satisfied (7%) with the roads in the district. A further 22% of residents are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the roads 
and 26% mention they are dissatisfied (20%) or very dissatisfied (6%) with this. This year’s dissatisfied result is an increase from last year’s result (20% cf. 2021, 14%). 

2018 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following...local roads (not state 
highways)? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  42



Travelling around Whanganui - Footpath Satisfaction

Fifty-seven percent of residents are satisfied (44%) or very satisfied (13%) with the footpaths in the district, this is on a par with last year’s result. A further 23% are neither 
satisfied nor dissatisfied with the footpaths and 17% of residents are dissatisfied (14%) or very dissatisfied (3%) with this. 

2019 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following...shared pathways and 
footpaths in the city? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  43



Travelling around Whanganui - Getting Around

This year, 79% of residents are satisfied (56%) or very satisfied (23%) with how easy it is to get around the district. A further 12% of residents are neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied with how easy it is to get around and a further 8% of residents are dissatisfied (7%) or very dissatisfied (1%) with this. 

2018 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following...how easy it is to get around 
the Whanganui district (think of all ways you travel, e.g. walking, cycling, driving, etc)? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  44



Cycleways and Cycle Lanes

Almost half (49%) of residents are satisfied (34%) or very satisfied (15%) with cycleways and cycle lanes in the district. A further 22% of residents are neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied with the cycleways and cycle lanes and 8% of residents are dissatisfied (7%) or very dissatisfied (1%). A further 19% of residents are unsure how to rate their 
satisfaction with the cycleways and cycle lanes in the district. 

2022 Results

Satisfaction with Council 
Facilities and Services

15% 34% 22% 7% 19%2022

Very satisfied Satisfied Neither/nor Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Don't know

Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following...cycleways and cycle lanes?
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Performance of Council 



Council Response to Community Needs and Issues

Overall, 32% of residents rate the council’s response to the community’s needs and issues as well (29% cf. 2021, 35%) or very well (3% cf. 2021, 6%), notably the proportion 
of both well and very well responses have decreased this year. A further 36% of residents are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the council’s response to the community’s 
needs, and a further 21% of residents rate the council’s response as poor (13%) or very poor (8%). Of note, a greater number of residents rate the council’s response as very 
poor (8% cf. 2021, 3%) this year compared to last year.

2010 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: In the past 12 months, how well do you think council has responded to community 
needs and issues? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  47



Performance of Mayor and Councillors

Twenty-nine percent of residents rate the performance of the Mayor and Councillors as good (24%) or very good (5%). Notably, the proportion of residents who rate 
the performance of the Mayor and Councillors as good has decreased this year (24% cf. 2021, 38%). A further 36% of residents rate the performance of the Mayor and 
Councillors as neither poor nor good. A quarter (25%) of residents rate the performance of the Mayor and Councillors as poor (17% cf. 2021, 11%) or very poor (8% cf. 2021, 
3%), these are both increases compared to last year’s results. 

2010 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How would you rate the overall performance of the Mayor and Councillors over the 
last year? Whanganui District Council Community Views Survey - 2022  |  48



Contacting Council

This year, 42% of residents mention they have had contact with a staff member in the past 12 months. The primary reasons for contacting the council pertains to rates 
information (16%), regulatory information (15%), a request for service (14%), and/or consent information/advice and application (13%). 

2022 Results
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Q: In the past 12 months, have you had any contact with a council staff member 
(excluding the Mayor and Councillors)?
Q: What did you have contact with council staff for?
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Performance of Council Staff

Thirty-nine percent of residents rate the performance of the council’s staff as good (30% cf. 2021, 46%) or very good (9% cf. 2021, 13%), these results are both decreases 
from last year’s results. A further 32% of residents indicate the performance of the council’s staff is neither good nor poor, this is an increase from last year’s result (cf. 
2021, 25%). Twelve percent of residents rate the performance of the council’s staff as poor (8%) or very poor (4%). Notably, poor results (8% cf. 2021, 4%) and don’t know 
responses (17% cf. 2021, 7%) have both increased this year. 

2015 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How would you rate the performance of council staff over the last 12 months 
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Accessing Information

Almost half (45%) of residents mention they have accessed information on the council’s website, this is an increase from last year’s result (cf. 2021, 35%). A further 34% of 
residents mention they have accessed information about the council through news media and 29% have accessed the council’s Facebook page, which is an increase from 
last year’s result (cf. 2021, 16%). Also of note, this year a greater number of residents mention they have accessed information through email (13% cf. 2021, 9%) and fewer 
residents mention they have heard the council’s radio advertising (8% cf. 2021, 13%) and that they haven’t accessed any information from Council (15% cf. 2021, 20%). 

2021 - 2022 Trend Results
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Reasons for Accessing Website

Amongst the residents who have accessed information on the council’s website, rates information (20%), general information (15%), and regulatory information (9%) are 
the primary reasons for visiting the website. 

2022 Results
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Q: You indicated that you have visited the council website in the past 12 months, can you 
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Ease of Website Navigation

Sixty-seven percent of residents who have visited the council’s website agree that the website is easy to navigate, this is on a par with last year’s result. A further 18% of 
these residents indicate they neither agree nor disagree that the website is easy to navigate and 14% disagree with this. 

2015 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: Given you used the council website in the past 12 months, how strongly do you agree 
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Access to Information

Overall, 53% of residents are satisfied (46%) or very satisfied (7%) with ease of access to the council’s information. Notably, very satisfied results have decreased this year 
(7% cf. 2021, 12%). A further 31% of residents are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the ease of access to the council’s information, which is an increase from last year’s 
result (cf. 2021, 24%). Ten percent of residents are dissatisfied (9% cf. 2021, 3%) or very dissatisfied (1% cf. 2021, 7%). 

2015 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the ease of accessing council information?
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Involvement in Decision Making

This year, more residents have been involved in decision making with significantly fewer residents mentioning they haven’t been involved in decision making processes 
(59% cf. 2021, 76%). A greater number of residents mention they have filled out an online survey this year (25% cf. 2021, 15%), filled out an online submission form (19% cf. 
2021, 11%), and/or attended a public meeting (6% cf. 2021, 1%). 

2021 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: In which of the following ways have you been involved in decision-making processes 
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Satisfaction with Involvement in Decision Making

Overall, 31% of residents are satisfied (27%) or very satisfied (4%) with their ability to be involved in decision making. Fifteen percent of residents mention they are 
dissatisfied (11%) or very dissatisfied (4%) with their ability to be involved in decision making. Notably, the proportion of residents who provided a dissatisfied rating has 
increased this year (11% cf. 2021, 4%) while the proportion of don’t know responses have decreased (17% cf. 2021, 27%). 

2021 - 2022 Trend Results
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Q: How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your ability to be involved in council 
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Rural Community Board

Thirteen percent of rural residents indicate they are familiar (11%) or very familiar (2%) with the Rural Community Board’s (the Board) role and its activities, with a further 
14% mentioning they are somewhat familiar. Thirty-five percent of rural residents indicate they have heard of the Board but are unfamiliar and a further third (33%) of rural 
residents have not heard of the Board or are very unfamiliar with its role and activities. The rating scale for this question changed in 2022, a comparison to the prior scale is 
shown in chart on the right.
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Q: How familiar are you with the Rural Community Board’s role and their activities over 
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Rural Community Board

This year, 17% of rural residents rate the performance of the Board as good which is an 8% decrease from last year’s results. A further quarter (25%) of rural residents rate 
the performance of the Board as neither good nor poor and 4% rate the Board’s performance as poor. Notably, 54% of rural residents are unsure how to rate the Board’s 
performance which is an 18% increase from last year’s result. 
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Rural Community Board

Q: When you think about the overall performance of the Rural Community Board over the 
last year in terms of its role to represent and act as an advocate for the interests of the rural 
community, would you say the Board’s performance has been…?
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Appendix 1: Final Verbatim Comments

At the end of the survey residents were asked if they had 
any further comments they wished to include. These 
comments have been broadly post coded by their key 
theme and are shown below. The comments are in a 
respondent’s own words and have not been edited.

Customer Service/Followup
• Council staff were initially responsive but have not 

followed up when I was seeking information.
• Dealing with some of the council staff is hard work.
• Took repeat emails with no answer for some time to 

sort out a cremation plot for family member.
• The property department at council is bad, they do 

not respond to numerous inquiries and complaints 
laid - either in person, via email, or Antenna. I 
have been told countless times, of people and 
organisations trying to contact them to get issues 
resolved and being completely ignored.

• Council staff have not been as available to the public 
since Covid began and this reflects very poorly in 
service levels. Projects the council undertakes seem to 
be very secretive for the public to access considering 
the use of ratepayer assets.

• Covid has been a massive barrier to communicating 
with the council. When I go to the building I’m literally 
shooed away. So, I call on the phone and I am told 
someone will get back to me and they don’t.

• My mother contacted council six weeks ago in relation 
to a matter on her property - she has yet to be called 
back.

• Some of the staff, are not very pleasant to deal with.  
Rates, why do you get charged penalty fees if you 
have a payment plan set up. Times are tough for 
families these days! Our council building needs a 
makeover. 

Cycleways
• More kid-friendly cycleways need to be installed so 

that parents can feel safe letting their kids cycle to 
school. Most of the traffic congestion appears to be 
parents doing the school run. Cycling has become 
my main form of transport and it is not a safe way 
for kids in Whanganui to get around. The pedestrian 
and cycling lights should have priority in the traffic 
light system. Whanganui has the makings of a great 
cycle city. We won’t be able to solve the traffic problem 
by making cars more convenient. Cycleway behind 
Whanganui Intermediate is great and well used. The 
bridge footpaths and footpaths in general are too 
narrow. The Victoria Ave bridge footpath is well used 
but I see people shy away from it because there isn’t 
enough space for bikes, walkers, dogs, or prams to 
cross each other.

• Significant input into making cycling a safe option is 
required to future proof our city and make it attractive 
to younger people. Shared paths are not the answer - 
they make it unsafe for pedestrians, dogs, and cyclists. 
Kerbside recycling is a must to bring our city into the 
21st century. 

Mayor and Councillors/Decision Making
• Council staff are great. Councillors and Mayor 

don’t seem to be taking us very far fast. The port 
development is crawling along.

• A feeling of not wanting the local people involved 
in decision making, or when involved not following 
through with what most local people prefer.

• More online presence from the Mayor.
• If the council is really concerned I would be looking 

long and hard at the housing complex across from 

McDonalds in Victoria Ave, surely no one can be happy 
with what is going on there.

• The wealthier suburbs get far more attention and time 
spent on presentation. The only park with dog poo 
bags is St Johns Hill. Castlecliff needs more council 
input. You have to take toilet paper from the doorway 
into the cubicles at the beach which is ridiculous.

• Councillors are not very visible.
• I think there need to be some changes in our 

council members. Some are not engaging with the 
community.

• Council staff need to be more approachable. They 
treat us like suspects in a crime when we ring to notify 
them of a problem.

• Wouldn’t it be great to see the elected Councillors and 
Mayor ‘out there’ in the public arena hands on?

• The last 12 months have not been representative of 
the general functioning of council because of Covid. 
I understand that it has been difficult to keep on top 
of critical information and there have been reduced 
opportunities for public forums/events.

• There is a lack of feedback when submissions are 
made or emails sent.

• The Mayor needs to make his presence known.
• Council decisions must be based on the voice of 

Whanganui.
• I have contacted the Mayor twice in the last 6 months 

and have had no reply. Rates are going up all the time 
with increases in rates and new builds why are the 
services and roads not improving?

• It would be nice to be informed regarding the results 
of the numerous surveys the council undertakes.

• Council and Mayor and council staff need to 
remember they work for the rate payers and need to 
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be more approachable.
• I would like more information and involvement with 

our council.
• I doubt the council will take this into consideration.

Freedom Campers
• The freedom campers that are permanent campers on 

Anzac Parade be removed. It is our entrance to our city 
and some of the caravans are a disgrace. They should 
be at camping grounds. A lot of these people around 
that area are intimidating.

• The freedom camping by law is an unenforced joke. 
The standard of mowing maintenance has slipped 
considerably.

Homelessness
• Homelessness in Whanganui is a big issue that needs 

some solutions. Council working with local charities/
churches/organisations could provide a centre for 
these people to go to store their goods, charge their 
phones, eat a good meal and find some shelter.  
There are plenty of empty buildings in Whanganui.  
A brainstorming on this - with activation by relevant 
parties after the brainstorming would provide a 
solution to a major problem in Whanganui. Council 
can’t keep ignoring this problem. Collective working 
together is the solution.

• Can the council take into consideration having an 
overnight service for the homeless in our town? 
A service similar to other shelters in regions like 
Counties. Where mental health and healthcare 
services can provide basic services. Underground car 
park opened from 2200 - 0600 with portaloo/shower 
service. Even if it can only house 5 males per night. We 
have so many vulnerable people sleeping in tents and 
cars isolating themselves.

• I think the council in the last 12 months has been 
too quiet on Covid and the impact of mandates. 
For example, the poor and homeless are already 
disadvantaged and the mandates exacerbated 
the situation when I feel they needed council 
voice, support, most (whether you agreed with the 
mandates or not). 

Maintenance of Trees/Gutters/Parks and Gardens
• Not enough money is being spent on maintaining the 

city, i.e., streets being swept for leaves and silt in the 
gutters. Especially when there is only one truck that is 
used. There should be at least two, especially in the 
autumn months.

• The grounds and mowing maintenance have dropped 
significantly in the last 12 months to the point our city 
is looking very scruffy.

• I do not have a burning issue, but a friend complains 
that trees need trimming at a local green area 
maintained by the council, off Kakaho Drive. I just 
want to send a virtual bouquet to the council staff who 
over the years assisted with the removal of various 
farm animals from a neighbouring property!   We 
have managed to remain on speaking terms with said 
neighbours, thanks to the council staff’s handling of 
the issue. Well done!

• The contractors should do a better job of mowing the 
berms around the city.

• Council neglects mowing our parks often now and 
they look disgraceful, especially the reserve off 
Montgomery road-causing rats, mice, ducks, and 
rabbits to increase. Why should we have to pay for the 
recycling/food waste to be collected if we don’t want 
it to be? Should be an opt in as we have a perfectly 
good recycling centre that won’t be used by the public 

much.  More community events and community 
facilities families can do together, it’s getting boring 
and same old here. Three waters is rubbish! Listen to 
your community.

• In general maintenance of streets and gutters seems 
to have deteriorated recently.

• Frustration regarding HUGE council trees.
• I get the feeling that the council are cash strapped 

and that there are areas, say local parks, that could 
be much improved and tended to.

• Living in Victoria Avenue it is so disappointing to see 
the number of leaves in businesses and properties 
that they have to clean up and if they don’t, it just 
makes the main street look neglected and uncared for.

• I generally think our Parks maintenance has gone 
backwards lawn mowing poor, broken trees, weeds, 
etc.

• Park maintenance is disgusting, with no weed eating 
being done when lawns are mowed. Walked around 
Virginia Lake and the edges were 300mm high, hadn’t 
been cut for weeks. Same around trees all around the 
city. No flower gardens anymore, all lawns. Gardens 
are what attracted people to the city. Appears to be no 
supervision of contractors engaged in maintenance of 
parks.

• Need to obtain a new contractor to keep our parks 
and reserves maintained. Money is being wasted on 
poor service provided by current contractor. Also need 
to install more rubbish bins at parks and reserves and 
sports grounds. The rubbish left lying around at these 
places is disgusting and unnecessary. Springvale Park 
is always targeted with graffiti and broken bottles 
and rubbish. The bike park facilities are vandalised 
regularly and rubbish everywhere.

• Mowing of lawns on areas adjacent to entrances 
needed better attention. Durie Hill entrance to town 
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still has old Wanganui signage. Main streets need 
better surfacing and better night lighting, e.g., Victoria 
Ave.

Playgrounds/Family Friendly Activities
• Castlecliff playground grounds need to be cleaned up 

around the base of the trees. Also, there’s no soap in 
the toilets.

• Playgrounds need a major upgrade. No rubbish 
bins on the beach. Difficult to access beach. Abolish 
parking fees in town.

• It would be nice to have an upgraded park for 
tamariki or even an outdoor waterpark for them.

• We need a safe usable park for our children in 
Aramoho. Also, can we have Te Mana Park sports 
ground mowed. Unsafe for our children to kick a ball 
around in.

• It would be awesome to see more family activities 
available for people of all ages, we lack it majorly in 
this town. Rather than travelling to Palmerston North, 
it would be great to see money spent locally.

• I would love to see an upgrade for the Castlecliff 
beach playground. They have a smaller kid’s 
playground and one for older kids but not much for 
the in-between aged kids. And when compared to 
many other playgrounds around NZ, it doesn’t live up 
to the same standard. It is a big space, and it would 
be cool to see it upgraded for all the local kids in the 
area who probably don’t get to go to Kowhai Park 
often.

• We need more playgrounds - needs to be one by the 
hospital.

• Heaps more good playgrounds, including stuff that’s 
fun for older kids.

• More good playgrounds with native plants that are 
looked after. Restrictions on driving on the beach 

please, plants are getting destroyed.
• My toddler can’t play on anything at Kowhai Park! 

The swings are so low to the ground their legs get 
in the way. You need more toddler/baby activities 
at the park and update the splash pad. The swings 
are the only thing you have there that they can play 
on, Palmerston Memorial Park is miles better! Also, 
the train is so boring going in a quick circle. Be much 
better if it goes through the forest area behind or even 
around the park!

• Need up grading of playgrounds e.g., play equipment 
to challenge kids.

Promote Whanganui
• I’d like to see the council more involved in promoting 

Whanganui as a destination with a theme of possibly 
old worldly things e.g., buildings, art, steam boats, etc.

• I’d like to see our council and business community 
reaching out to business franchises, family restaurants 
and trying to attract them to Whanganui. Our 
population has grown, and our demographics 
have changed, to continue growth we need to meet 
demand or local money will be spent elsewhere.

Rates/Too High/Spent Poorly
• Way too much money is wasted on things like the art 

gallery etc., rather than improving infrastructure.
• Why are residential rates charged for properties in 

a rural zone? We live in a zone that is zoned rural 
production, but because our property is just under two 
hectares (1.72), we pay residential rates, yet get only 
water supplied; no streetlights or footpaths.

• Our rates are way too high, and the town looks 
rundown in lots of places.

• Our rates are higher than other towns and cities that 
offer more. Our outdoor spaces are outdated and 

poorly maintained. A lack of tourism opportunities 
and entertainment for locals. Nothing for teens to 
do besides sport, skate parks, and drug use. Take 
one visit to another town or city of similar size or 
population and see the difference with your own eyes.

• Stop spending my money.
• Prioritise spending to fund essentials before the ‘nice 

to haves’. Rates are too expensive with the general 
rate increasing $300 to $400 each year. Special 
targeted rates seem to last forever.

• I think the Mayor and council had a completely 
misplaced focus during the covid pandemic and 
showed no independence of vision during that period. 
I also think the Mayor got it completely wrong in 
three waters and was fortunately brought into line by 
council members.  Also think the council should review 
rate levels and rate caps, as my rates in Gonville are 
more expensive than a house almost twice the value 
of mine on St John’s Hill.

• Stop spending money on flashy stuff that people don’t 
want and/or that only rich people who come into town 
ever see. Our rates are way too high, makes it hard to 
afford to stay here.

• Dissatisfied with cost of living.

Recycling/Kerbside/Wheelie Bins/Longer Opening 
Hours at Recycling Centre
• Lack of public consultation about recycling and the 

additional costs unsatisfactory. I don’t want to have to 
pay for food recycling.

• I want recycling at my kerb, wheelie bins.
• River rubbish bins by the market need extra emptying 

on Saturdays. They are always overflowing early on in 
the day and it looks terrible.

• Should be doing more with recycling/rubbish 
collections.
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• The rubbish around the Awa is embarrassing when 
visitors are around especially towards the river mouth. 
I am disabled and would like more chances to sit 
around Castlecliff parks when walking, other parks 
have good seating.

• I feel we could do with more foodie emphasis, 
excellent brunch venues, good cheap eats, vegetarian, 
vegan, Malaysian food, etc. Also I walk around central 
a lot and feel there could be more rubbish collection 
along the streets, e.g., bottom end of Wicksteed 
(between Liverpool and Dublin) and along the stairs 
up to the elevator. But thank-you! I love it here.

• I think council needs to implement a couple of free 
kerbside rubbish pickups a year to minimise dumping 
of rubbish along country roads and riverbanks. The 
number of roaming dogs and dangerous dogs is 
becoming a problem in the city, and crime is on the 
rise with people thinking they can just steal whatever 
they like. Would like to see a nicer entry to Whanganui 
via the New Plymouth side, State Highway 3. The 
entrance from Marton side near Whikitoria is lovely, it’s 
needed up the other end now. Would love to see more 
live bands for our youth.

• Instead of foisting a hefty recycling charge on 
individuals how about getting industries to change 
their packaging. In Germany customers are allowed to 
unpackage their goods BEFORE they leave the store, 
thus putting the onus for recycling on the store.

• Please start the recycling programme! Also love the 
Youth Council - they are awesome. I would like to see 
more events back, but I know it’s not anyone’s fault 
- just Covid. We also desperately need a youth hub, 
please prioritise this!

Roading/Safety/Repair
• Fix the street surfaces. Tear out stupid traffic islands 

that are impeding traffic flow. Don’t be involved in 
climate change things, stick to the basics!

• In a lot of instances, street signage for road works in 
an area can be obstructive and excessive.

• Whanganui needs smooth paths and roads (rather 
than cheap patches). The drains need more regular 
clearing of leaves, etc. I would like to see recycling 
bins everywhere there is a public rubbish bin 
(including supermarkets) as we have seen in other NZ 
towns / cities and overseas. Thank you.

• Council needs to up their game in terms of keeping 
the community maintained, e.g., road sweeping

• Attend to people speeding in cars down narrow 
suburban streets, running over neighbourhood pets, 
and putting children and adults at risk. Stop them 
doing burnouts and leaving massive amounts of 
rubber on roads and waking entire suburbs. Find a 
way to make dumping our green waste cheaper - the 
cost is horrific and what you are charged depends 
on the individual serving you. I put my waste into a 
fadge because I don’t want to use plastic bags. I’m 
old, so consequently my fadge holds about a rubbish 
bag full, or I cannot move it but then because it’s in 
a fadge, I’m charged a fadge regardless of what’s in 
it - ridiculous!!!

• Yes, we have been onto the council now for three years 
about car’s speeding up and around the Puriri Street/
Harper Street areas and asked for them to fix the 
problems but still nothing. We only have one camera 
on the lower part of Puriri Street that council put up 
some years ago but it’s not good quality as the police 
have tried using footage of it and not able to because 
it’s too grainy. We have asked for more cameras to be 
put up in the Puriri Street and Harper Street areas to 
stop crime, but council don’t care about crime in our 
areas. This would help us to also stop the boy racers 

because police would be able to look at footage, only 
if the cameras were high tech.

• It takes a very long time for our roads to be fixed. They 
are terrible.

• Rural roads are a disgrace. Upokongaro as a gateway 
to Whanganui is derelict i.e., hall, reserve, no street 
lighting!  Horrocks Park does not exist. It is called 
Macnab Domain. Please update records...

• Our city needs to stop catering to the arts so much 
and focus more on upgrading our paths, roads, 
mainstream is becoming derelict, our parks and 
playgrounds are not interactive enough and there’s 
absolutely nothing for teens to do. Our city is not 
productive.

• Maintenance of roads, public spaces, lawns, and 
gardens is very poor and very disappointing. Weeds, 
overgrown shrubs, potholes, graffiti, broken glass, etc. 
Have all become worse in the last 3 years and council 
maintenance is extremely poor.

• To make sure dogs are always leashed when out on 
walks. Crossroads are well marked for drivers with 
clear indications on the road and brightly lit too.

• Contractors take an incredibly long time to complete 
road works and repair water leaks. Montgomery Road 
is getting busier and no works have been undertaken 
from a safety perspective even though heavy vehicles 
are regularly using this road.

• Roading repair standards are by far the most obvious 
issues that everyone notices. Contractor’s work is 
obviously to the lowest specs required and it readily 
shows in just about every roading reseal or repair. 
Everyone just thinks you pick the lowest tender price 
and whether that’s true or not, that’s what everyone 
thinks! The quality is terrible!

• The council needs to take action on all of Whanganui’s 
roads, including rural roads as they are terrible and 
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honestly becoming unsafe to drive on in certain 
conditions.

• Installing a mirror or something at the corner of Drews 
Ave and Ridgeway Street would be great, it is very 
hard to see any oncoming traffic when you are trying 
to cross in a car.

Safety in Community
• Yes, I am really dissatisfied with the rising crime, car 

break ins, damage to property and cars by gangs, 
rising gang profiles, increase in Whanau Ora cheap in 
fill state housing for new migrants in Gonville, increase 
in boy racers in Gonville and Springvale area, despite 
many requests to police, remain high profile and a 
real nuisance. Something needs to be done, such as 
cameras in Puriri Street, speedbumps all down Puriri 
street, and impound boy racer and gang cars.

Satisfied (general mention)
• I love living in Whanganui, the people are friendly and 

helpful.
• Lovely city to live in. I think I need to get out and visit 

some community places.
• I am now retired and hope to attend more activities 

and meetings.
• Generally speaking, very happy that this wonderful 

city is being cared for so very well. I have lived here all 
my life and can’t think of a better place to live.

• Wanganui is a beautiful city. I was born here and 
lived here for over 80 years. We that live here are very 
blessed.

• Whanganui is a great place to live. The past year or so 
has been a bit overwhelming and it has been a stretch 
too far to be more involved in my community.

• Love the cycle paths.

• We live in a great city, and I know they are looking into 
things that can make this place better so am looking 
forward to what is next.

• No, I think our Councillors and Mayor do a fantastic 
job and I would not consider living in any other 
district.

• Enjoy living in Whanganui, I believe it has everything I 
need and has facilities to suit all ages and interests.

• Reported obstacle on riverbank pathway which 
resulted in a friend’s bike crash = smashed hip, 
needing hip replacement.

• Whanganui is a pretty town and I love the heritage 
aspect, especially the way the older buildings are 
being renovated. Great access to the river also, with 
boardwalks and such.

• Council service a wide range of people, so they won’t 
get it correct every time.

• Overall, I think we are served well.  But there is 
always room for improvement for instance bring back 
inorganic rubbish collection.

• Thanks, I think Whanganui is going well. Keep up the 
good work and keep the momentum going.

• I haven’t lived here for long enough to have any strong 
views, but the council seems to be doing a reasonably 
good job.

• I appreciate the opportunity to have ‘My Say’.
• Generally, I love Whanganui and life by the Awa - good 

people with time and smiles to share and great art 
scene. I did go to council about unsafe parking on our 
street, they referred me to the contractor who came 
quickly, over a year ago, but have done nothing since.

• I really like the trees on Victoria Avenue, especially in 
winter.

• My involvement with property and regulatory staff has 
been very positive.

• Through being involved in the community I have 

had more engagement with the council, attended 
a submission, completed surveys, and attended 
advisory board meetings.

• Town planner very helpful. Kowhai Park needs a major 
upgrade, Marton Park is a great example. Love the 
murals and art in the city.

• No, but generally the council does the best it can, and 
I am very satisfied with the council’s attention to the 
heritage of the city of Whanganui.

• Generally satisfied.
• Whanganui is a city with a lot of potential, and all 

it will take is a period of concerted effort and elbow 
grease, plus a bit of cash to be used wisely, for us to be 
a shining jewel of a regional city.

• Well done.
• Moved to Auckland a few years for studying which 

opened my eyes to how beautiful and friendly 
Whanganui is. Council can’t do everything as a lot 
of responsibility is on our people here. I commute to 
Palmerston daily for work so miss a lot of stuff unless 
it’s on in the weekend. Wanting to buy a house and 
knowing Whanganui is affordable compared to 
other places is a huge deal. The city has had a glow 
up. Thankful for Horizons staff out clearing roads 
in the crazy weather (given I’m up and out early to 
commute). Aramoho cemetery is kept nice.

• Everything is as good as it can be.

Three Waters
• Disappointed that the council has not firmly objected 

to the proposed Three Waters reform.
• The council don’t listen to what the majority want. 

They let us down with Three Waters. Our rates are very 
expensive, much more than lots of other towns. Living 
in Whanganui is expensive, and crime is high.

• Rates are incredibly expensive. Council needs to stop 
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doing so many fluffy things and focus on driving rates 
down especially now we have massive cost of living 
increases, and are also going to have water bills from 
Three Waters? It’s essential that council rates go down 
by at least as much as the new water bills.

• No to Three Waters!

Transport
• Find that there is a lot more traffic using the street 

that I live on, which indicates to me that Castlecliff is 
no longer just a quiet suburb but has become more 
vibrant due to the demographic of the people who 
now live there

• Would like a shuttle bus that runs from Trafalgar 
Square to the top of town that runs regularly.

• Please complete the cycleway from top of the Ave 
(behind Bula Burre) to the river. It should follow the 
train tracks, but it has stopped at the intermediate 
school.

• A place for all boy and girl racers to be able to go 
instead of speeding around our streets and any 
offenders should be made to spend at least four 
weekends with the Army.

• I want to clarify that my satisfaction on roads and 
cycleways means fewer car parks, more focus on cycle 
parks and paths please.

• Parking is becoming a big issue. I wonder about how 
things will go when the gallery is complete. Many 
parking spaces in the library/museum area are 
taken now by people working in town. They take the 
spaces up all day. Time for the council to consider 
an alternative space. The maintenance of plants on 
walkways and some public spaces is very untidy. 
E.g., The space on Ridgeway St where the Cherry 
trees grow is nothing like it was when Whanganui/
Ridgeway St was voted most beautiful. Public parks 

also look uncared for, Bason Park is often neglected, 
same for Lake Virginia surrounds. Contracted services 
are getting lazy! Who monitors them?

• Crime and car racing activity/burnouts has 
significantly worsened over the last 12 months. 
Road design facilitates poor and illegal behaviour; 
combined with a lack of local deterrents (speed 
calming measures, CCTV) has resulted in a significant 
worsening of quality of life and wellbeing.

Vaccine Mandates
• It’s sad that our council chose to ban unvaxed people 

from their facilities, there was no rates rebate for 
this either. The museum continued to ban people far 
longer than other facilities.

• My responses were scored lower than normal due 
to the council’s decisions to use vaccine passes in 
council facilities. These were implemented with no 
consultation, they were not necessary and violated 
any sense of belonging to community, while they were 
implemented

• Mandating vax passport for council facilities funded 
by ratepayers was very disappointing. Discriminating 
against those in the community was disgusting. .

Velodrome
• Poor process with regards the velodrome 

development.
• Roof the Velodrome. 

Walkways and Footpaths - Repairs/Maintenance
• Uneven footpaths. Three Waters - strongly oppose.
• As older citizens who like to walk a lot, we have 

difficulty with the condition of some of the walkways 
and footpaths which are broken up by council and 
residential tree roots. With less physical stability and 

poorer eyesight it’s becoming more hazardous for us 
to walk in some areas, especially upper Victoria Ave, 
and Campbell St (where we live), with vegetation 
overhanging, drains blocked by uncut grass or piles of 
lawn clippings (when the residents do cut their front 
berms).

• Recreational parks and walkways are in an appalling 
condition and some pride needs to be shown with 
these amazing assets. Gardens and lawns are 
shocking and a poor reflection of Whanganui.

• Dog Control: Good service, my issue should not have 
taken so long to remedy but fixed now. Pathways: 
very poor service and action from CSRS. It was a 
public health issue, and they did not care or attempt 
to show any empathy. Council staff management of 
community owned assets: extremely disappointing.  
Poor Management.

• Footpath edges are not at all maintained. I walk for 
the blind and too many paths are reduced to ‘single 
file’ because of lack of edge maintenance attention!

• I feel unsafe using public walkways in Whanganui East 
where freedom camping is available due to the large 
amount of people living out of their cars. Walking past 
people smoking and drinking, barking dogs locked in 
or tied to cars - or sometimes roaming. Feels unsafe as 
a young woman. I am also dissatisfied with the lack of 
recycling and rubbish collections arranged by council.

Water Quality
• Get the bad water fixed! Racing cars are rampant 

down my street. Needs more road humps. Children are 
at risk of these cars. Open the recycling centre much 
earlier, it should be open from 7am!

• Hard water, I have never used fabric softener before 
moving to Whanganui.
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Website/Hard to Navigate/No Information/Needs to 
be User Friendly
• Council website was useless when I was looking for 

information on the new parking meters. As usual, they 
weren’t organised and didn’t have their ducks in a row 
before they put the new meters in. The person I spoke 
to was rude and dismissive of my questions which 
were being asked for a group of seniors who wanted 
more information about how the meters worked. 
Council, as usual, sucked.

• Council website could be more user-friendly and 
easier to navigate and search.

• Digital first drive by council is disgusting, you are now 
actively seeking to exclude those in society that you 
do not want to hear from. The Facebook page is a 
mess, website is a rabbit warren that provides you a 
document from 10 years ago, but you can’t find an 
agenda. PDF’s everywhere, are both huge data eaters 
and inaccessible. I can’t believe this survey is only 
online.

• Website is difficult to navigate.

Youth Hub
• It would be good to have more affordable youth 

activities indoor/venues for the 13–17 year age group 
especially in the winter.

 Other Single Mentions
• Feel there may be too much focus on what greenies 

want.
• This survey made no mention of accessibility for the 

disabled and that is poor. We just don’t count apart 
from our nuisance issues.

• Segregation, favouring one human over another 
i.e., council response to Covid. My 12-year-old being 
turned away abruptly and rudely from library was 

disgusting behaviour. Supporting arbitrary rules to 
‘protect’ others has been proven to be unfounded.

• The council staff are very responsive to requests and 
information. However, finding funding for projects and 
getting things started is a protracted chore.

• Better plan for large loose stock i.e., cattle. Suggest 
various farms within areas offering stockyards where 
animal control could put beasts until sorted-animals 
are not loose very often-doesn’t warrant specially built 
yards.

• Would love for council and Horizons to be merged and 
accept ownership of regional waterways. We have 
had dealings with Regional Council engineers, and 
it feels like they run to their own agenda rather than 
provide the required service. There is a willingness to 
allow sections of the town to flood as they are only 
deemed a minority rather than address problems in 
water catchment areas within the city region.

• Covid restricted provision of events at Opera House, 
heritage celebrations, etc. that we would have 
attended. People were/are nervous to attend events. 
Makes a difference to survey results I would think.

• I think all new house owners should be given a 
brochure on responsibilities of home ownership and 
being good neighbours i.e., building too near fence 
lines and making noise after dark repeatedly.

• We need a limit on Councillors tenure in office.
• Can do better in publicity drive and banners display to 

show up and coming event.
• Descriptions of items on display at the library need 

to be numbered so it is easier to work out which item 
refers to which object. Now you must spend quite a 
bit of time working out from left to right which object 
relates to the description. The descriptions themselves 
are fine, just lack a decent numbering system.

• I was hoping for a place to register the need to do up 

the crematorium.  Both funeral directors have a vested 
interest in it remaining drab. The mourning public, 
(the majority of users) are not likely to complain or 
be thinking they should talk to someone about it.  
We need an attractive and modern warm building- 
compared with other cities facilities, it is like a time 
warp!

• I want to see the climate change work move from 
fine words to more action. I want to see Māori 
participation more prominent. I want WDC to 
celebrate our world leading Te Awa Tupua legislation 
more practically.

• Yes, I strongly feel that some of our Councillors have 
been in their positions for too long some new forward-
thinking people required NOW.

• I do think that the council needs to include the outer 
suburbs in its vision of who Whanganui is to really 
include and celebrate the diversity of people, ages, 
and cultures. It does often seem that projects are 
centred only on the centre with the outer suburbs 
looking very run down and uninspiring.  Whanganui 
is full of artists so there could be more initiatives to 
invite them to contribute and energise the local shops 
of all outer suburbs, these are the places people live.  
Less people can afford to drive cars, i.e., into the city 
to enjoy the abundance of facilities. A way to include 
people of all abilities, and those with limited access, 
would be to celebrate and build up our local shopping 
areas. This would mean thinking of greening these 
spaces, adding murals, sculpture, seating, skateboard 
/roller skating or other areas for play so people can 
be proud and frequent, rest and meet in their local 
shopping areas, as they would have in the past.

• Concerned at the increasing creep of central 
government and co-governance, for the first time ever 
I will be closely monitoring what each Councillor has 
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to say on this/these subjects.
• This survey appears to be a yes/no format which can 

be effective when splitting people into groups for later 
analysis. This approach can skip people out of surveys 
as well. In this instance, Māori and other minorities. 
It is biased and builds a picture of prejudice against 
these people.

• Survey seems heavily weighted towards the CBD.  
Without giving the ability to give more definitive and 
detailed answers. Follow up questions around use of 
facilities were good but no such in depth questions 
around the CBD. In that regards it felt like more of 
the same as the parking survey. Designed to lead 
people a certain way. Disappointing in that regard but 
unsurprising.

• More Christmas decorations need to go up this year 
please.

• You do well keeping all those consultations in front of 
us.

Nothing/Not Sure
• I have only lived here 4 months.
• I am expecting to live out my retirement elsewhere.
• We have only lived here 6 months.
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Appendix 2: 2022 Questionnaire

Appendix

Whanganui Community Views Survey 2022 
 

Thanks for participating! 
 
This survey is being run by Versus Research, an independent research company hired by Whanganui District 
Council to carry out this work. 
 
The survey should take around 10 minutes to complete, and there will be an opportunity at the end of the survey to 
enter the draw to win one of three $100 grocery vouchers. 
 
It doesn't matter whether you have had any contact with the council or not, if you live in Whanganui we want to hear 
your views. All of your answers are anonymous, and no individual responses will be supplied to the council.  
 
If you have any questions, please contact natalie@versus.co.nz or freephone 0800 837787. 

 

1) Do you, or does anyone in your household, work for or contract to the Whanganui District Council?* 

( ) Yes 

( ) No 

2) Which area best describes where you live? * 

( ) Aramoho 

( ) Castlecliff 

( ) Gonville 

( ) Bastia Hill / Durie Hill 

( ) St John's Hill / Otamatea 

( ) Springvale 

( ) Whanganui Central 

( ) Whanganui East 

( ) Blueskin-Pākaraka / Kai-Iwi / Westmere 

( ) Marybank / Fordell 

( ) Somewhere else (please specify): _________________________________________________* 

 
  

Recreational and Cultural Activities  
 
3) Have you, or anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following activities in the last 12 
months in the Whanganui district...* 

[ ] Attended a Māori arts or cultural event 

[ ] Visited the Regional Museum 

[ ] Attended a performance or event at the Royal Whanganui Opera House 

[ ] Visited the Sarjeant on the Quay (formerly Sarjeant Gallery) 

[ ] Attended the theatre, e.g. Amdram or Repertory 

[ ] Visited NZ Glassworks 

[ ] Used the libraries 

[ ] Visited an historic site 

[ ] Been actively involved in a community organisation 

[ ] Participated in, including performed or just attended, any arts or cultural activities or performances. 

[ ] Visited or used the Whanganui airport 

[ ] None of these 

 

Creativity 

4) How creative do you think Whanganui is? * 

( ) Very creative 

( ) Creative 

( ) Slightly creative 

( ) Neither creative or uncreative 

( ) Not creative 

( ) Don't know 
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Recreational Activities 

5) Have you, or has anyone else in your household, undertaken any of the following recreational activities 
in the last 12 months in the Whanganui district…* 

[ ] Used or visited a Premier Park (Kowhai Park, Pukenamu Queens Park, Majestic Square, Bason Botanic 
Gardens, Castlecliff Domain, Rotokawau Virginia Lake) 

[ ] Used or visited a neighbourhood park 

[ ] Used or visited a playground 

[ ] Used or visited a public sports ground for sport or recreational activities, excluding Cooks Gardens (Gonville 
Domain, Horrocks Park, Laird Park, Lundon Park, Spriggens Park, Springvale Park, Victoria Park, Wembley 
Park, Whanganui Ball Park, Williams Domain, Fordell Baths) 

[ ] Used a cycleway or cycle lane 

[ ] Visited a beach 

[ ] Undertook activities on the Awa 

[ ] Used a river or park walkway 

[ ] Used, visited, or attended an event at Cooks Gardens 

[ ] None of these 

 

Physical Activity  

6) On average, how many days a week do you engage in physical activity for at least 30mins? * 

( ) 6-7 days 

( ) 3-5 days 

( ) 1-2 days 

( ) 0 days 

 

Emergency Planning 
 
7) Does your household have an emergency survival kit?* 

( ) Yes 

( ) No 

( ) Don't know 

  

Checking Kit 

Logic: Hidden unless: #7 Question Emergency Planning 
 
Does your household have an emergency survival kit?" is one of the following answers ("Yes") 

8) When did you, or someone else in your household, last check this kit?* 

( ) Last month 

( ) 3 months ago 

( ) 6 months ago 

( ) 12 months ago or more 

( ) Have never checked 

( ) Don't know 

 

External Assistance 

9) How long do you think your household could go for without outside assistance?* 

( ) More than one week 

( ) At least one week 

( ) At least 3 days 

( ) Less than 3 days 

( ) Don't know 
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Perceptions of Safety 

10) For each place please indicate how safe you feel.* 

 All of the 
time 

Most of the 
time 

Some of the 
time Seldom Never 

In the CBD 
during the day 
time 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

In the CBD 
during the 
evening 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

In your home 
during the day 
time 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

In your home 
during the 
evening 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

 

 

Wellbeing 

11) Wellbeing is a broad term used to describe feelings of being happy, healthy and prosperous. With this 
in mind, how would you rate your current level of wellbeing? Would you say that it is...* 

( ) Very high 

( ) High 

( ) Moderate 

( ) Low 

( ) Very low 

( ) Don't know 

( ) Prefer not to answer 

 

 
  

Belonging 

12) A strong sense of belonging means feeling that you are part of a community. With this in mind, how 
would you rate your current sense of belonging? * 

( ) Very strong 

( ) Strong 

( ) Moderate 

( ) Weak 

( ) Very weak 

( ) Don't know 

( ) Prefer not to answer 

 

Neighbourhood 

13) Now, talking specifically about your neighbourhood, how strongly do you agree with the following 
statement: I feel a sense of pride with how my neighbourhood looks and feels?* 

( ) Strongly agree 

( ) Agree 

( ) Neither agree nor disagree 

( ) Disagree 

( ) Strongly disagree 

 

Living in Whanganui 
 
14) When you think about your standard of living, how would you currently rate it?* 

( ) Extremely good 

( ) Good 

( ) Neither good nor poor 

( ) Poor 

( ) Extremely poor 

( ) Don't know
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Satisfaction With Living In Whanganui 

15) When you think generally about living in Whanganui, are you…* 

( ) Very satisfied 

( ) Satisfied 

( ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

( ) Dissatisfied 

( ) Very dissatisfied 

( ) Don't know 

 

Quality Of Life 

16) When you think about your general quality of life that Whanganui district provides, do you think it is 
better, the same, or worse than last year?* 

( ) Much better 

( ) Better 

( ) The same 

( ) Worse 

( ) Much worse 

( ) Don't know 

( ) Did not live here last year 

 

What Whanganui Provides To People  

17) When you think about the Whanganui district, and what it provides to people, do you think the 
district is better, the same, or worse from last year?* 

( ) Much better 

( ) Better 

( ) The same 

( ) Worse 

( ) Much worse 

( ) Don't know 

( ) Did not live here last year 

  

Town Centre Contribution 

18) When you think about Whanganui's town centre, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the 
contribution it makes to the image of Whanganui? Please note this refers to the physical environment of 
the CBD and not the mix of shops. * 

( ) Very satisfied 

( ) Satisfied 

( ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

( ) Dissatisfied 

( ) Very dissatisfied 

( ) Don't know 

 

Satisfaction with Council Facilities and Services 
 
19) If you have used the following council facilities in the past 12 months, how satisfied or dissatisfied are 
you with them. If you haven't used them, click 'didn't use'.* 

 
Very 

satisfie
d 

Satisfie
d 

Neither 
satisfie
d nor 

dissatis
fied 

Dissatis
fied 

Very 
dissatis

fied 

Don't 
know 

Didn't 
use 

War 
Memorial 
Centre 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Parks and 
reserves 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Sports 
grounds 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Cooks 
Gardens 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Libraries ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Regional 
Museum 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Royal 
Whangan
ui Opera 
House 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Toilet 
facilities 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  
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adequate 
to meet 
user 
needs 
(location/l
ayout/acc
essibility) 

Standard 
of toilet 
facilities 
(cleanline
ss/general 
maintena
nce) 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Maintena
nce and 
presentati
on of 
open 
spaces 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Playgroun
ds 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

 

 
  

Council Facility Use NON USER SATISFACTION 

20) Even though you did not use these facilities in the past 12 months, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the 
availability of them.* 

 Very 
satisfied Satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied 

nor 
dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Very 
dissatisfied 

Don't 
know 

War 
Memorial 
Centre 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Parks and 
reserves 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Sports 
grounds 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Cooks 
Gardens 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Libraries ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Regional 
Museum 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Royal 
Whanganui 
Opera 
House 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Toilet 
facilities 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Maintenance 
and 
presentation 
of open 
spaces 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Playgrounds ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  
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Roads 

22) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following?* 

 Very 
satisfied Satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied 

nor 
dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Very 
dissatisfied 

Don't 
know 

Shared 
pathways 
and 
footpaths 
in the city 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Cycleways 
and cycle 
lanes 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

How easy 
it is to get 
around the 
Whanganui 
district 
(think of 
all ways 
you travel, 
e.g. 
walking, 
cycling, 
driving, 
etc) 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

Local 
roads (not 
state 
highways) 

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  

 

 

Performance Of Council 
 
23) In the past 12 months, how well do you think council has responded to community needs and issues?* 

( ) Very well 

( ) Well 

( ) Neither well nor poorly 

( ) Poorly 

( ) Very poorly 

( ) Don't know 

Council Performance 

24) How would you rate the overall performance of the Mayor and Councillors over the last year?  

( ) Very good 

( ) Good 

( ) Neither good nor poor 

( ) Poor 

( ) Very poor 

( ) Don't know  

 

Council Contact 

Logic: Show/hide trigger exists.  

25) In the past 12 months, have you had any contact with a council staff member (excluding the Mayor 
and Councillors)?* 

( ) Yes 

( ) No 

( ) Don't know 

Logic: Hidden unless: #25 Question " In the past 12 months, have you had any contact with a council staff 
member (excluding the Mayor and Councillors)?" is one of the following answers ("Yes") 

26) What did you have contact with council staff for?* 

____________________________________________  

____________________________________________  

____________________________________________  

____________________________________________  
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Rating Of Contact With Council 

17) How would you rate the performance of council staff over the last 12 months (excluding the Mayor 
and Councillors)?* 

( ) Very good 

( ) Good 

( ) Neither good nor poor 

( ) Poor 

( ) Very poor 

( ) Don't know 

 

Access To Information 

Logic: Show/hide trigger exists.  

28) Which of the following ways have you accessed / obtained information from the council in the past 12 
months?* 

[ ] Council website 

[ ] News media 

[ ] Community Link page in the Midweek newspaper 

[ ] Print advertising 

[ ] Radio advertising 

[ ] Council Facebook page 

[ ] Council Twitter page 

[ ] Email (Community Panel) 

[ ] Phone 

[ ] In-person at the council building 

[ ] Community events / public meetings 

[ ] Antenno 

[ ] Other, please specify: _________________________________________________* 

[ ] I haven't accessed any information 

 

 
  

Website Use 

 

Logic: Hidden unless: QUESTION NOT FOUND! is one of the following answers [NO OPTIONS SET] 

29) You indicated that you have visited the council website in the past 12 month, can you please tell me 
what this was for?* 

_________________________________________________ 

Logic: Hidden unless: #28 Question "Access to Information  
 
Which of the following ways have you accessed / obtained information from the council in the past 12 
months?" is one of the following answers ("Council website") 

30) Given you used the council website in the past 12 months, how strongly do you agree or disagree that 
you were easily able to find what you were looking for?* 

( ) Strongly agree 

( ) Agree 

( ) Neither agree nor disagree 

( ) Disagree 

( ) Strongly disagree 

( ) Don't know 

 

Satisfaction With Access To Council Information 

31) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the ease of accessing council information?* 

( ) Very satisfied 

( ) Satisfied 

( ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

( ) Dissatisfied 

( ) Very dissatisfied 

( ) Don't know 
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Decision Making Involvement 

32) In which of the following ways have you been involved in decision-making processes for the district in 
the past 12 months? * 

[ ] Attended a public meeting 

[ ] Spoke to council staff at a consultation event 

[ ] Filled out online submission form 

[ ] Filled out an online survey (apart from this one) 

[ ] Presented at a council meeting 

[ ] Other: _________________________________________________* 

[ ] I haven't been involved 

 

Satisfaction With Decision Making Involvement 

Page exit logic: Skip / Disqualify LogicIF: #2 Question "Which area best describes where you live? " is one of 
the following answers ("Aramoho","Castlecliff","Gonville","Bastia Hill / Durie Hill","St John's Hill / 
Otamatea","Springvale","Whanganui Central","Whanganui East","Somewhere else (please specify)") THEN: 
Jump to page 36 - Final feedback 

33) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your ability to be involved in council decision-making 
processes?* 

( ) Very satisfied 

( ) Satisfied 

( ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 

( ) Dissatisfied 

( ) Very dissatisfied 

( ) Don't know 

 
  

Rural Community Board 
 
34) How familiar are you with the Rural Community Board's role and their activities over the past 12 
months?* 

( ) Very familiar with their role and activities 

( ) Familiar 

( ) Somewhat familiar 

( ) Have heard of the Board but unfamiliar 

( ) Have not heard of the Board / very unfamiliar with their role and activities 

( ) Don't know 

 

RCB: Satisfaction 

35) When you think about the overall performance of the Rural Community Board over the last year in 
terms of its role to represent and act as an advocate for the interests of the rural community, would you 
say the Board's performance has been…* 

( ) Very good 

( ) Good 

( ) Neither good nor poor 

( ) Poor 

( ) Very poor 

( ) Don't know 

 

RCB: Property Size 

36) Is the size of your property...* 

( ) Less than 2 hectares 

( ) Between 2 and 10 hectares 

( ) 10 or more hectares 

 

 

Final Feedback 
 
37) Are there any other general comments or feedback you would like to provide? 

____________________________________________  

____________________________________________  

____________________________________________  

____________________________________________  
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Demographics 
 
38) Which gender do you identify with?* 

_________________________________________________ 

 

 

Age 

39) Which of the following age groups do you belong to?* 

( ) Under 18 

( ) 18 to 29 

( ) 30 to 39 

( ) 40 to 49 

( ) 50 to 59 

( ) 60 and over 

( ) Prefer not to say 

 

Ethnicity 

40) What is your ethnicity?* 

( ) New Zealand European 

( ) Māori 

( ) Pacific 

( ) Asian 

( ) Middle Eastern / Latin American / African 

( ) Other: _________________________________________________* 

( ) Prefer not to say 

  

Prize draw 

Logic: Show/hide trigger exists.  

41) Would you like to go in the draw for one of three $100 grocery vouchers?* 

( ) Yes 

( ) No 

Logic: Hidden unless: #41 Question "Would you like to go in the draw for one of three $100 grocery 
vouchers?" is one of the following answers ("Yes") 

42) Please enter your contact details below. 

Name: _________________________________________________ 

Email address: _________________________________________________ 

Postal address: _________________________________________________ 

Mobile Phone: _________________________________________________ 

 

Further research 

If you are interested in taking part in further research about your experience with Whanganui District Council and 
are happy for us to contact you, please provide your name and email address details below.* 

( ) Yes - I would like to take part in further research: 
_________________________________________________* 

( ) No - I would not like to take part in further research 

 

 

Thank You! 

Thank you for taking our survey. Your response is very important to us. 
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